Sewing Machines for this class are provided by BERNINA of America and Mel’s Sewing Center.

Due to safety concerns and contractual obligations, you are NOT permitted to use any machine other than the machines provided by Bernina.

The following supply list may state that you need to bring your own sewing machine. **THIS IS NOT CORRECT. Please do not bring your own sewing machine to this class.**

*PLEASE CONTINUE TO PAGE 2 FOR THE INSTRUCTOR’S SUPPLY LIST.*
Split The Complement: Color, Thread and Ruler Work

Kit:
Pre-marked 15” quilt block (on a fat quarter) sandwich (batting and backing)
Three bobbins of thread: complementary colors in different weights
Needles appropriate to the thread

*I’ll have Batt Scooters and rulers to try

Supplies List:
(2) tonal fat quarters
(1) 18” x 22” batting
SewLine Marking Pencil
18” x 3” ruler
Thread*: One spool each of 60 weight polyester; 40 weight cotton; and one spool either 80 weight cotton or 100 weight polyester.

Optional:
Batt Scooters or machine quilting gloves
Your favorite machine quilting rulers these are ¼” thick

*We’re using a split complementary color combination. Choose one color that you love then find the complement. Once you see the complement go two colors to the right and left to select the split complementary colors. If you have any questions please email me
Teri Lucas TerifiCreations terificreations@gmail.com